
 LSci 51/Psych 56L: 
Acquisition of Language

Review Session 1

for 


Timed Assessment 1

(Introduction to Language Acquisition)




• 9 questions, 4 points each

• +4 point “boost”, so you already get 1 freebie (possible to get more than 100% on the assessment if 

you get all 9 questions right)

• 25 minutes for each attempt (unless you have accommodation for extended time)

• 2 attempts possible (but you don’t have to do both if you’re happy with your first score); keep the 

highest

• Must complete any attempts before Monday’s class (10/4/21 at 3pm)

• Opens after class today (10/1/21 at 3:50pm)


Logistics



Gentle Reminders
• Most important: DON'T PANIC! 
• You are allowed to use any notes and materials you like.
• You are not allowed to collaborate with others - being caught doing so will result in a 0 for the exam.
• You will have 25 minutes from when you start the timed assessment to complete it. 
• Even though this timed assessment is out of 36 points, you'll get a 4 point headstart that will show up 

in the gradebook. This means this assessment is effectively out of 32 points, even though there are 
more than 32 points possible.  So, if you earn 32 points of the 36 possible, you'll actually get 32+4 = 
36 out of 36 = 100% on the assessment. (Therefore, it's possible to earn more than 100% on this 
assessment: if you score 36 on the exam, you'll actually get 36+4 = 40 out of 36 = 111%.)

• You are allowed to take this timed assessment twice within the designated window, and keep the 
higher of the two scores.

GOOD LUCK!

The instructions you will see



Format: Multiple choice true/false “explanations” after a statement


Example format:

Four is an odd number. 

(a) True: Three is also an odd number 
(b) True: But five isn’t an odd number. 
(c) False: Four is an even number. 
(d) False: Four isn’t a number at all. However, three is a number.

Format and aids

Aids: You are allowed to use any notes, lecture slides, any references, homework answers, review 
questions, google (if you really want — it’s probably not as useful), and anything else you can think 
of except someone else’s brain. No collaboration. No discussion with other people.


